How Latium is Helping Ranchers in Ghana
Remotely Monitor Their Livestock
The Challenge

Case Study

In Ghana, ranchers were having a major issue accurately monitoring their
herds of cattle. This created major problems in keeping an accurate
inventory of livestock for their investors as well as ensuring there was no
theft.
Recently, there has been a surge of violence between ranchers disputing
the rightful ownership of untagged livestock.
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West African ranchers were struggling to keep an accurate headcount of their cattle - and theft was becoming a concern.
Then they called Latium.

The Solution
After a conversation with the Ghanian Board of Economic Development,
and some preliminary meetings with the ranchers, we walked away with a
list of "must-haves" for our solution.
1. It would need to use alternative energy as batteries would be too costly.
2. It would need to work long-range in order to provide value to these
ranchers.
3. It would need to produce real-time data

The Solution - Continued
Using the same basic principals as our in-vehicle GPS modules, we knew
that we would need to find a sensor that could be attached to the cattle
and not be removed.

Case Study

We settled on a swallowable GPS sensor that attaches itself to the cow's
stomach - from there, GPS devices send data to our network of Parent
Hubs, placed at strategic points along the ranch's perimeter.
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Using our GeoFencing feature in our web-interface, we're also able to set
up notifications for when cattle leave the predetermined yard perimeter as soon as it happens.
With our technology, we're promoting proactive response to real-time
issues.

The Results
With our IOT Solution, we're bringing ranchers in Ghana into a new age of
technology and innovation.
By becoming early adopters of this tech, they are able to:
> accurately track their livestock inventory
> easily settle ownership disputes
> receive instant notifications when cattle leaves the ranch

